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The Director Speaks….
T

he Institute of Management Technology Dubai is now six
years old. During these six years we can proudly say that
we have nurtured and developed many promising leaders.

On the Inside

The purpose of this newsletter is to establish continuous links
with all our Alumni and stakeholder and synergize between
the campus and the alumni to promote the IMT Dubai Alumni
among the business community.

The Insider
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The recommendations and ideas put forward during the Brand
Building Workshop in December 2011 have been incorporated
in this newsletter.

The Alumnati
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I want to thank you all for your support and trust that your
encouragement will increasingly continue in the future.

Editor’s Desk
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Dr. Farhad Rad-Serecht
Director

Dr. Farhad Rad—Serecht

Dear Alumnus….
Dear Alumnus,
We take this opportunity to introduce you to the first edition of
alumni newsletter.

The Graduate ,

IMT Dubai’s

As you go through these pages I am sure it will bring back the memories of your days at IMT
Dubai. The aim of the Alumni Association is to provide opportunities for alumni to stay connected
with their alma mater.
Alumni play a significant role in the growth of the institute and reflect the image of the institute
in various walks of life. We have made this e-newsletter to address the long felt need for sharing
and disseminating news and views across the IMT community. The Institute will assist and support
the alumni by enabling alumni meetings, get-togethers, and by providing administrative support
for Alumni activities to be conducted in future.
We are always looking for new ideas and suggestions for improvement. Please feel free to send
your suggestions and contributions to alumni@imtdubai.ac.ae
Dr. Vimi Jham
Associate Professor, Marketing
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the Insider
Launch of Accredited One Year MBA Program
IMT Dubai launches the Accredited One Year Program which will be commencing in the
Academic Session, Fall 2012.
The new program is designed to meet the requirement of executives in today's competitive
job market. The program will provide the students with a platform to hone their managerial
and leadership skills. It will also facilitate development of critical reasoning and highlight the
importance of strategic decision making which plays a pivotal role in the functioning of any
business in a global economy.

Click here to read AMEInfo.com Press Release

Vaudeville 2012 to be held in March
Vaudeville 2012, the most anticipated student event of the year will be held on the 14th and
15th of March 2012.
The fourth edition of this student driven initiative, under the guidance of the Office of Student
Services, is a tradition that has grown in popularity and participants year after year.
The fest comprises of a series of academic cultural and gaming events to be held over a two
day period.
With the flurry of activities and preparations on campus, Vaudeville 2012 promises to be an
event to look forward to.

IMT -D Students Qualify for Regional Finals of Hult GCC
IMT Dubai students, Ishank Mahajan, Kreisel Joelle D’Lima, Shashwat Bhanti, Sumeet Panda have
cleared the knock outs of the 3rd Annual Global Business Case competition held by Hult International
Business School. They have qualified for the Regional finals in Dubai (one of the five locations world
wide) which is scheduled to be held in the end of February.
The 2012 Hult Global Case Challenge will focus on breaking the cycle of global poverty through
developing sustainable solutions that will provide affordable housing, affordable energy, and
affordable education to the bottom of the pyramid. USD 1 million in seed capital is made available
annually to provide funding to pilot the very best ideas. The IMT Dubai students have qualified in
the Energy track.
This Hult GCC is an initiative that brings together top students from all over the globe to generate
solutions to the world's most pressing social challenges.
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the EVENTOrY
IMT Dubai Hosts First Alumni Meet
IMT Dubai hosted the first IMT Dubai Alumni Meet on the
9th of December 2011 to commemorate its fifth
anniversary. The meet was attended not only by the
Alumni of the Dubai campus but also by faculty, staff,
students and several Alumni of the Ghaziabad campus.
The event was inaugurated by the heartfelt words of
Drs. Mohan Agarwal and Abhilasha Singh. Dr. T. P.
Ghosh, then took the stage to talk about the job
opportunities in Dubai and India and the competition
between different IMT campuses.
The attendees of the Meet also bore witness to the
formal induction of Mr. Vikram Shah and Mr. Rohit
Sawhney as the Presidents of the IMT Alumni Club of the
Ghaziabad and Dubai campuses respectively. Alumni
representatives for various batches of the Dubai alumni
were also elected and inducted. Also inducted were Rohit Sawhney (2006), Prateek Kewalramani(2007), Madhur Vyas(2008), Nehal Sharma
(Jan 2008), Apeksha Mehta( 2009), Tariq Riyaz Khan (Jan 2009) as representatives of their respective batches. Ridhesh Sharma was
elected as the representative of the IMT Ghaziabad Alumni in Dubai.
Mr. Ravishankar, CEO, Oman Insurance Company, IMT Ghaziabad, class of 1988, who was also present at the event, discussed the benefits and
importance of networking. He focused particularly on the job environment of the Middle East.

The Meet was then formally concluded by Dr. Vimi Jham who expressed her happiness at the success of the event. However, the day’s
agenda was not yet complete. The brand building workshop: Brand IMT was scheduled after the meet. The Alumni actively participated in
the workshop giving brilliant methods that could be pursued to build the brand of IMT the M most popular of the ideas included hiring a
competitive PR agency, creating a newsletter dedicated to Alumni, conducting mentorship programs in collaboration with the Alumni.
The success of the event promises that this will be a tradition that will continue for many more years to come.

Media Meets MBA 12
GCC is emerging as an important market on all relevant
indices including the consumer confidence, shopping,
global brands, knowledge and service provider’s
destination and many other exciting projects etc. The
Gulf region media therefore merits our focused attention,
understanding and strategic academic-corporate interface.
The event will focus on Media Challenges & Possibilities in
the Middle East and will be held on the 20th of March
2012.
Prominent media personalities to speak at the Media Meet
2012 include the TV celebrity pair of Tannaz and Bakhtiar,
Mr. Manoj Mathews, Vice President- Zee Network, MENAP,
Patrick Michael, Executive Editor, Khaleej Times,
Mr.Harsha FM RJ and Mr. Ian Mason of Brand Moxie Abu
Dhabi, among many other speakers.
Dr. Rashid Alleem- Chairman of the Hamriyah Free Zone Authority, Sharjah will open the Meet. The Media Meet 2012 is a unique
confluence of media celebrates educating MBA graduates about the Challenges & Possibilities in Media in the Gulf region and thereby
enriching the sector with further possibilities and innovations.
Participation in Media Meet is ‘complimentary’ and will be attended by the media and MBA students.
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the

ALUMNatI

Down Memory Lane with Madhur Vyas
I

have many memorable moments at IMT and so it is very difficult to mention just one.
Each day was a memorable experience in itself. From the orientation at IMT
Ghaziabad, and daily demands of the Internship and Placement committees, and the
sleepless nights during semester exams to Vaudeville, Dr. Seth’s PM lectures, occasional
disagreements with the authorities for various things on campus…the list just goes on and
on..., is worth cherishing!
Life on campus was very interesting. I came from an engineering college where we had
limited hostel facilities. IMT Dubai’s hostel was luxury for us (well, for some of us!). The
lecture halls were all well equipped and ; the library still is one of the biggest in
Academic City and the infrastructure of the campus is state of the art. Every morning,
while we sipped tea, my friends and I discussed assignments, preparing for semesters for
semester exams, bunking classes or just absolutely whatever we could think of! Each day
was something to be happy about, sometimes something to worry about or something to
look forward to. IMT Dubai definitely had all the action!

When I look back at my time at IMT I’d like to encourage current and future students to
attend guest lectures. Trust me, they really help! Don’t worry about placements, they’ll
happen. Enjoy your life on campus. That’s the best part. And most importantly, build
your network. Come to learn and not just only “earn”. I know placements are the most
important aspect of getting into a B school but it is not the “only” one. Make a plan,
Dubai is a great place to live, work and if you’re true to yourself, it won’t let you down.
Cheers!
Madhur Vyas, Class of 2010 is currently
working in Dubai as a Business Development
Manager at GTFS, Bin Zayed Group.

Editor’s Desk….
Dear Alumni,
We hope you’ve enjoyed reading The Graduate as much as we’ve enjoyed making it.
We made it in in the hope that we can celebrate our successes together, share our
news and tell our stories for many, many years to come. In this edition we present to
you a sneak peek into the latest buzz on campus.
We would love to hear from you and in future editions we hope to have m o r e o f
your contributions as well. Please feel free to write to us at alumni@imtdubai.ac.ae
with any feedback, comments, suggestions or contributions you may have. On the other
hand you can also drop us a line on our Facebook, Twitter or LinkedIn page.
On behalf of everyone at IMT Dubai, we bid you adieu!
Until next time….
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